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Contour 21 Back To Wall
Rimless Raised Height WC Pan,
75cm Proj - General Use
Illustrated
S3116 Contour 21 back to wall rimless raised height WC pan,

75cm projection with horizontal outlet

S3617 Conceala 2 cistern 4.5 or 6 litre single flush syphon side
supply and internal overflow plastic flushbend, long CP
lever

S4066 Contour 21 seat no cover, top fixing hinges and retaining
buffers

S6466 Contour 21 back support rail for 75cm projection WC, 40 x
22 x 35mm diameter tube

S6884 Cushion for back support with clips, new design

S4302 Contour 21 flushpipe constructed, necessary for
installation

Configuration options
S3640 Conceala 2 cistern 4.5 litre single flush valve side supply

and internal overflow, alternative height plastic flushbends

S3643 Conceala 2 cistern 4.5/3 litre dual flush valve side supply
and internal overflow, alternative height plastic
flushbends, no flushplate

S4065 Contour 21 seat and cover, top fixing hinges

S4067 Contour 21 seat retaining buffers, white

S4512 Finger push button pneumatic, stainless steel for 31mm
maximum thickness partition

S4513 Palm push button Pneumatic, stainless steel for 31mm
maximum thickness partition

S4504 Contemporary flush plate dual flush, Armitage Shanks
logo, stainless steel for Conceala 2 cisterns

S4464 Finger push button pneumatic, plastic for 31mm maximum
thickness partition

S4463 Palm push button Pneumatic, plastic for 31mm maximum
thickness partition

S4305 Panekta outlet Connector, finned pattern to convert
horizontal outlet WCs to P trap

S4300 Panekta outlet Connector, finned pattern to convert
horizontal outlet WCs to S or turned P trap

Weights
S3116 34.00KG
S3617 3.00KG
S4066 1.55KG
S6466 0.62KG
S6884 4.00KG
S4302 0.39KG

Colours
White (01)

Standards
Vitreous china to BS3402. WC
pan to BS EN 997 & BS EN 33

Special Notes
WC pan screwed to floor using
concealed brackets (supplied).
Joint to wall sealed using
waterproof sealant (not supplied).
S4302 constructed flushbend is
multiple part and is necessary to
enable correct installation of this
WC.
Pan incorporates full outlet pipe
that extends beyond the pan to
allow for easier installation and
inspection of pipe seal once
installed

Frequently used applications
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Education Factory
Hotels Office
Public Building Pubs and Clubs
Retail Sports and Leisure

Features
DocM
Special Care
Water Saving

Accreditations
Water Label
WTL
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